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This volume is a direct outgrowth of an all-day pre-conference workshop (www.ala.org/alcts/events/ac/2015/coding) held on June 25, 2015 at the Moscone Convention Center, San Francisco, in conjunction with that year’s Annual Conference of the American Library Association (ALA). The workshop was entitled “Coding for Efficiencies in Cataloging and Metadata: Practical Applications of XML, XSLT, XQuery, and PyMarc for Library Data.” The workshop was sponsored by the ALA’s Association for Library Collections & Technical Services (ALCTS) and cosponsored by the ALA’s Library and Information Technology Association (LITA) Program Planning Committee and the Online Audiovisual Catalogers, Inc. The presenters were Timothy W. Cole, Myung-Ja K. Han, Christine Schwartz, and Heidi Frank.

At the end of the day, the consensus of the presenters was that there hadn’t been time enough to share with the audience, primarily catalogers and metadata librarians, everything they collectively wanted the audience to know about Extensible Markup Language (XML) and how to use it in their work. This was not really unexpected. XML and its ancillary technologies, XML Schema (XSD), the Extensible Stylesheet Language for Transformations (XSLT), and the XML Query Language (XQuery), encompass a great deal of material, and there’s only so much that can be covered in a single-day workshop. The sense that more was needed, combined with the generally positive response to the workshop, led directly to the decision to write this book. The coauthors of this book include three of the four presenters from the 2015 pre-conference workshop (the workshop coverage of PyMarc is not included in this volume).

The goal of this volume is to introduce and illustrate concretely a few of the ways that XML technologies can be used in library cataloging and metadata management settings to enhance workflow effectiveness and efficiency. While still not comprehensive, the material covered in this volume provides a solid
foundation for librarians and library staff who are beginning to or are ready to integrate XML and its related technologies into their day-to-day work. While some prior exposure to XML is helpful, we start with a review of the basics of what XML is and how it is used in library cataloging and metadata workflows, and then move on to talk about workflows for validating XML metadata records, transforming XML metadata into HTML and to meet other kinds of workflow objectives, and querying collections of XML metadata records using XQuery. The final chapter provides information about additional resources for readers who are interested in learning more about advanced concepts, use cases, and techniques. Two of the authors also maintain public GitHub repositories which include XSLT (https://github.com/tcole3/XSLT/) or XQuery (https://github.com/caschwartz) examples.

This is a work written by practitioners, intended for practitioners and especially for librarians new to the field who need to come up to speed quickly on XML and how it is used by libraries today. While by no means the only technology arrow in a modern-day cataloger’s or metadata librarian’s knowledge and skills quiver, a firm understanding of XML remains relevant and helpful for those working in modern bibliographic control or with information discovery services. We hope you find this volume a useful resource, worthy of a place on your reference bookshelf.
INTRODUCTION

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) was introduced by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in 1998. XML, a web-friendly subset of the preexisting Standard General Markup Language (SGML), was developed to facilitate the creation, use, and sharing (especially on the Web) of structured information. It is intentionally similar to the HyperText Markup Language (HTML), albeit more general-purpose, and is less focused on the presentation of information to users than is HTML. Libraries and publishers have widely adopted XML as a way to serialize and exchange bibliographic catalog records and other kinds of structured metadata about the books, special collection items, and other resources they produce, hold, or license. Because of its rigor and underlying approach to modeling structured information like metadata, libraries immediately found XML helpful, but on its own the XML standard is insufficient for developing efficient and general utility workflows that update, analyze, or otherwise process metadata to support library services and interoperability between libraries. Additional extensions and standards were needed (and were created) to support the construction and development of useful XML applications and workflows, that is, to create a full-featured XML ecosystem.
This volume is designed to introduce the XML Schema Definition language (XSD), the Extensible Stylesheet Language for Transformations (XSLT), and the XML Query language (XQuery) to catalogers, metadata librarians, developers, library science students, and others within the library and information science domain who are involved in creating, developing, or otherwise working with catalog record and metadata processing workflows. This introduction is meant to be practical and concrete, and our goal is to inform largely through illustrations drawn from our collective experiences in libraries working with catalog records and metadata in XML.

This volume is an outgrowth of an ALA Annual Conference pre-conference workshop held in San Francisco in June 2015 (www.ala.org/alcts/events/ac/2015/coding). Our objectives in writing this book, as they were in giving the workshop, are to describe and illustrate by example the means and methods of using XSLT and/or XQuery to edit metadata at scale, to streamline and scale up metadata and cataloging workflows, and to extract, manipulate, and construct MARC records and other formats and types of library metadata. We anticipate that this book will be most useful to readers who have encountered XML already in their work or studies, or who are at least familiar with another, related markup language such as HTML. Prior experience with XSD, XSLT, XPath, or XQuery is not required. Some familiarity with the Library of Congress MARC 21 format for bibliographic data (https://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/) will help readers get the most from the examples and illustrations, but it is not expected that every reader will be a MARC expert or full-time MARC cataloger. Similarly, some familiarity with scripting or similar low-level programming is helpful, but not essential. This book is organized and designed to help even XML newbies get started using XSD, XSLT, and XQuery.

**HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED**

Depending on your level of experience with XML and library metadata, you’ll find that the first third of this volume is either an introduction or a refresher. Chapter 2, “A Quick Review of XML Basics,” spans the basics of XML terminology and the XML data model, starting from first principles and covering the differences between markup and content, elements and attributes, and well-formed and valid XML. The objective of chapter 2 is to lay a solid, shared foundation for reading the rest of the book. Chapter 3, “Library Metadata in XML,” illustrates with examples how common, standard descriptive metadata schemes used in libraries today can be expressed using XML syntax and
XML-compatible semantics. Chapter 4, “XML Validation Using Schemas,” introduces the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) and demonstrates how XSD files can be used to help validate the structure and semantics of XML metadata records that purport to conform to a specific metadata format or standard. While an understanding of XSD is not a prerequisite for using XSLT or XQuery, in practice most cataloging or metadata workflows include validation and quality control components, and XSD is a useful tool when building such workflow components. In addition, an examination of the XSD associated with a particular metadata format makes the creation and development of XSLT and XQuery workflow steps easier by exposing the full range of structures and semantics that can be encountered in a collection of metadata records.

Most of the rest of the book, chapters 5 through 11, focuses on the practical uses of XSLT and XQuery. Chapter 5, “An Introduction to XPath and XSLT,” provides an overview of the XML Path Language (which is foundational for both XSLT and XQuery) and an introduction to creating XSLT stylesheets for manipulating and transforming XML metadata records. Chapters 6 and 7 illustrate the use of XSLT in concrete library workflows. Chapters 8 and 9 introduce XQuery and basic library use cases involving XQuery. Chapter 10 looks at the use of functions in XQuery scenarios, and chapter 11 describes how XQuery is used for a metadata workflow that helps to create submission files for the HathiTrust Digital Library. Finally, chapter 12 provides links to additional resources for the reader wanting to learn more about the advanced features of these technologies.

While containing elements of both, this book is less a ready-reference than a tutorial on its subject. As discussed in chapter 12, the best ready-reference for XSD, XSLT, and XQuery when developing library cataloging or metadata workflows is the Web. The challenge is knowing enough to enter the correct search to find the XPath expression, XSLT instruction, or XQuery function call that will meet your need. This book is intended to give you that needed initial knowledge and to provide you with practical examples and starting points.

**XML TOOLS**

Readers are encouraged to delve deeper into and extend the examples and illustrations provided in this book as they read. There is no substitute for hands-on work with XML, XSD, XSLT, and XQuery when trying to learn and appreciate the nuances and functionalities of these technologies. Trial and error is an excellent teacher in this domain. As discussed in chapter 12, there are a
number of excellent tutorial and reference resources online that can be used to expand on and elaborate the basic discussions found in this book of the syntax and semantics of these standards. Appendix D, “Configurations for Working with XML, XSD, XSL T and XQuery,” which is based on instructions created for the workshop, provides tips for installing useful tools and setting up your environment for working with XML. When it comes to tools for creating, editing, viewing, and manipulating XML metadata, the reader has a number of good options available, both desktop-based and online.

Relatively little infrastructure is required to get started with XML. Files can be created using almost any plain text editor (e.g., Microsoft Notepad, distributed with Windows; TextEdit, distributed with the Apple operating systems; and gedit, a GNOME core application that is ubiquitous on Linux-based computers). Because UTF-8 (the 8-bit version of the Unicode Transformation Format) is the default character encoding for XML, it is even possible to embed non-keyboard characters in your XML using a plain text editor. (But beware of word processors that may use non-Unicode character encodings and special formatting for certain characters, e.g., word processor-specific quote marks, dashes, and the like. These will be displayed differently in an XML-aware application.) Once created and stored on your computer workstation, XML documents can be viewed (and checked for syntax conformance) using most modern web browsers. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified MARC 21 XML record with no associated style information as viewed in a web browser. As mentioned in chapter 5, most web browsers can even process a limited set of XPath expressions and XSL T instructions.

However, for any significant work with XML, XSD, XSL T, and XQuery, XML-specific tools are essential. Chapter 12 includes links to several websites for XML-specific tools, most of which are free, relatively inexpensive, or at least have relatively inexpensive educational/noncommercial purchase or licensing options available. XML editors, parsers, XQuery processors, transformation engines, and similar tool suites—for example, the SyncRO Soft oXygen XML editor, the Altova XMLSpy editor and development environment, and the IVI Technologies Stylus Studio X16 XML enterprise tool suite, to name just three available options—greatly facilitate the creation and development of XML, XSL T, and XQuery documents. These full-featured XML tools provide interfaces that are optimized for creating and editing XML documents, generating and validating XML schemas (XSD files), and developing and testing XSL T stylesheets and XQuery code. Most tools support multiple versions of these standards, including the most recent and up-to-date versions. When editing or creating an XML document that conforms to a particular XSD, these
Figure 1.1 | A simplified MARC XML record viewed in a web browser
tools provide hints and suggestions on screen as you type. Typos and errors in XSLT code are immediately highlighted as you type. Specialized views also are provided for creating and testing XSLT snippets and XQuery expressions.

In addition, for library developers and other programmers, most current scripting and programming languages (e.g., Python, JavaScript, VB.NET, Java) provide libraries with stable application programming interfaces (APIs) for generating and manipulating XML programmatically and for invoking XSLT and XQuery from within your code. This makes it feasible to use, transform, and query XML metadata records at scale and in batch mode.

The essential takeaway from this book is that learning and using XML, XSD, XSLT, and XQuery technologies enables librarians and developers to take advantage of powerful, XML-aware applications, facilitates the interoperability and sharing of XML metadata, and makes it possible to realize the full promise of XML to support more powerful and more efficient library cataloging and metadata workflows.

Note
A QUICK REVIEW OF XML BASICS

Markup languages reveal the structure of information resources. Knowledge of this structure can help a computer application optimize the way information is processed and displayed. For example, web browsers rely in part on the document structure exposed by the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) to know how to format a web page appropriately for the device you are using. Using XML to reveal the structure of a metadata record or other information resource can achieve multiple goals:

• it can enhance search precision;
• it can facilitate the collation of related information resources;
• it can make it easier to identify, differentiate, select, and extract information for ingestion into a database; and
• it can facilitate interoperability.

Markup can reveal and make explicit to a computer application various semantic relationships within and between resources, thereby facilitating automated inferencing and advanced information processing. So, how do markup languages like XML expose structure?
FIRST PRINCIPLES
Ordered Hierarchy of Content Objects

The underlying assumption of markup languages like HTML and XML is that textual information can be modeled as an Ordered Hierarchy of Content Objects (OHCO; an example of a tree data structure in computer science). For instance, the full text of a book might be defined as containing three types of top-level content objects: FrontMatter, Chapter(s), and BackMatter. A FrontMatter object might in turn contain Title, Author(s), and Publication Information content objects. A Chapter might contain Paragraph(s), Table(s), and Figure(s). A Paragraph might contain Sentence(s). And so on. Given this perspective, the full text of a digitized book can be serialized as an ordered hierarchy of content objects. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) XML Recommendation defines rules (syntax) for marking up (i.e., serializing) information in accord with the OHCO data model.

In contrast to HTML, which, though it also follows the OHCO data model, limits itself to a fixed set of content object labels (i.e., fixed semantics) and a fixed hierarchical structure, XML is a meta-markup language in that it includes mechanisms for defining your own content object labels (semantics), hierarchy, and content models. (Content models constrain exactly what each type of content object may contain.) Using XML, the same information can be marked up in multiple ways. This flexibility is both a strength and a limitation of XML. Labels, hierarchy, and content models can be selected and defined in accordance with intended use cases. This is a strength of XML. But illustrative of a limitation, interoperability can suffer if different implementers use different labels and content models, especially if content models assume different content object granularities. Generally, though, in the context of library metadata, XML with its OHCO data model is a natural fit for the highly structured information that is prevalent in catalog records and other forms of resource descriptions. XML supports the recognition, indexing, and reuse of the components found in library metadata and catalog records; for example, book title, author name(s), publication information, and so on. Adhering to XML syntax facilitates random access to metadata elements. Assuming that your metadata markup scheme requires each record to have a clearly labeled unique identifier, XML metadata are easy to manage. Assuming you use recognized authorities and select a scheme with sound semantics and content models, your XML metadata can be used to build indexes supportive of robust search, to create rich metadata displays for human readers, to generate text snippets formatted for inclusion in a journal article bibliography, and so on.
There are limitations, of course. The OHCO data model assumes that an XML document instance hierarchy has a single root content object and does not allow overlap within the hierarchy. For example, in marking up a full-text book, you may want to expose both the paragraph and page structure of the book; however, some paragraphs will cross page boundaries, violating the non-overlapping constraints of the OHCO data model. (There are workarounds and this is generally not a significant impediment for metadata markup.) In most library metadata contexts, the expressiveness and functional limitations of the OHCO approach to markup are negligible. On the whole, XML and its inherent OHCO model work well as a way to serialize library metadata.

Nor is OHCO the entire story. There is more to metadata workflows than simply exposing and labeling the structure of a catalog record. XML syntax on its own is not a sufficient solution. Ancillary standards are required to describe how to display and manipulate XML metadata (e.g., transform XML metadata into HTML). This adds complexity. Fortunately, the required ancillary standards, as well as tools based on these standards, exist (as we illustrate in subsequent chapters). But XML syntax is the foundation on which these ancillary standards are based. So in the rest of this chapter we describe the core syntax of XML and illustrate this syntax with a few examples. Libraries continue to use XML for metadata, even as, with an eye to the future, they also investigate complementary technologies (e.g., JavaScript Object Notation [JSON]).

DIVIDING THE WORLD INTO CONTENT AND MARKUP

In XML, there is content and there is markup. Markup is added to expose the structure of the content. Content in XML documents consists of parsed character data (PCData); for example, text, numbers, and references to special characters and non-textual information (entities). By default, PCData is encoded in UTF-8. (Metadata encoded using the MARC-8 standard is converted to UTF-8 for inclusion in XML.) Markup consists of Elements, Attributes, Comments, and Processing Instructions; these are discussed below. In XML, markup is set apart from content by angle brackets (‘<’ and ‘>’), with the exception that certain content may be included within angle brackets as unparsed strings (CDATA) or as the value of an XML Attribute. Figure 2.1 shows a simple example of bibliographic metadata serialized as XML. The content here is all PCData: the title of the book, the names of the authors, the name of the publisher, and the publication date. The string “2013–04–01,”
serialized as an attribute value in this example (more on this syntax later), is provided as an alternate way to express the \texttt{<PublicationDate>} element’s content, “April 2013.” Everything else in figure 2.1 is XML markup.

**HOW DOES XML COMPARE TO HTML?**

As alluded to above, HTML is itself a markup language. So why not just serialize library metadata in HTML? This can be done, of course, but there are drawbacks to such an approach. First, HTML is a display-oriented scheme for making web pages. It is designed to expose structure useful for display. HTML has a fixed set of element and attribute names. It lacks explicit labels and semantics that are useful for describing resources in libraries; for example, there are no HTML labels explicitly intended to contain content like subject headings, call number, place of publication, and so on, and HTML is not easily extensible. The best you can do is rely on conventions (e.g., agree to always put author names, and nothing else, in \texttt{<emph>} elements nested within \texttt{<h2>} elements). Such an approach is difficult to scale or maintain and quickly becomes unworkable for metadata of any complexity or diversity. XML, on the other hand, is highly extensible. In XML, system designers can define all the element and attribute names they need for their application. HTML has the advantage of default rules for displaying content, but with today’s stylesheet languages (e.g., the Cascading Style Sheet [CSS] language), most developers override these default display behaviors anyway, and CSS can be used with XML as easily as with HTML. So the extensibility and flexibility of XML makes more sense when it comes to serializing library metadata, but there are tradeoffs.

XML syntax is stricter than HTML syntax (catalogers sometimes appreciate this since it can reduce ambiguity). This requires more care when authoring XML, but it also facilitates robust validation. In practice, many libraries
use XML behind the scenes for certain workflows and then transform their XML metadata into HTML dynamically at the point of presenting metadata to library users. Among the ways in which XML is stricter than HTML are the following:

- In XML markup labels (e.g., Element and Attribute names) are case-sensitive.
- Attribute values must always be enclosed in quotes.
- Attributes must always have a value.
- Elements must always be explicitly closed (i.e., have a close tag as discussed below).
- XML does not include predefined character references or entities (described below) other than for ‘<’, ‘>’, ‘&’ and quotes (both single and double).

**XML ELEMENTS**

Elements are at the core of XML syntax. Elements delineate content objects. In XML, there are exactly four kinds of content models that can apply to an element:

1. Element content model (the element may only contain other elements)
2. PCData content model (element content is a parsed character string)
3. Mixed content model (may contain other elements with PCData interspersed)
4. Empty content model (may not contain any content; see an example below)

The element and mixed content models expose structural hierarchy through nesting. Figure 2.2 shows an XML fragment illustrating how elements may be nested (i.e., appear within other elements) to convey the hierarchical nature of metadata, in this case publication information. The following XML elements appear in this illustration: `<pubInfo>`, `<publisherName>`, `<placeOfPublication>`, `<yearOfPublication>`, `<city>`, and `<country>`. The elements `<placeOfPublication>` and `<pubInfo>` have element content models, while the other elements have PCData content models. XML element hierarchy is often represented graphically as a simple tree in two dimensions; elements are nodes in this tree view. Nodes with element or mixed content models may create branches in the tree hierarchy, with the terminal node of
each branch then being called a “leaf node.” The element <pubInfo> is at
the root of this XML fragment’s hierarchy. The elements <publisherName>,
<yearOfPublication>, and <placeOfPublication> are all at the second
level of the element hierarchy, with the first two of these also being leaf nodes.
The elements <city> and <country> are at the third level of the hierarchy
and also are terminal leaf nodes. As illustrated here, branches of the tree’s
hierarchy do not have to be (and rarely are) of equal length.

Notice also that in figure 2.2 each element name appears an even number
of times. Here the markup structure containing the first occurrence of an
element name, that is, without the leading ‘/’ character, is referred to as a
start tag. With the exception of empty elements, every start tag must have a
matching close tag. The element name also appears in the close tag where it
is preceded by a ‘/’ character. The W3C XML Recommendation defines rules
for element names; for example, element names may not contain spaces. As
discussed below, an element start tag may contain more than just the element
name; for example, Attributes, as illustrated in figure 2.1.

Empty elements are supported in XML. Empty elements contain no
content. They may appear in an XML metadata record because the element is
required to be present by the markup scheme even when no value is available
for a particular metadata record. For example, if the year of publication were
unknown in the figure 2.2 illustration, this element might appear as:

    <yearOfPublication></yearOfPublication>

Or an empty element may be a placeholder for content stored separately; for
example, as the <img> element in HTML is a placeholder for an image. Or an
element may include content as an attribute value. The presence of an empty
element in an XML metadata record is indicated by no characters or child ele-
ments, not even spaces, between the element’s start and close tag. Alternatively,
an empty element can be indicated by having ‘/’ as the last character of the start tag (in this case no close tag is required), for example:

```
<yearOfPublication />
```
the following, if the attribute authID were defined to be of attribute type ID:

```xml
<Author order="2" authID="a2">M. J. Han</Author>
```

then a consuming application would know that this is the only node in the XML file identified by the string “a2.” (ID type attribute values must be unique within an XML document instance.) Given this certainty, other elements can then use attributes of type IDREF or IDREFS to reference this ID in order to connect one content object (element) to another. This mechanism is particularly useful when serializing information from a relational database in XML. In our illustration, this is useful, for example, when associating an institutional affiliation with the author M. J. Han. Assuming that the attribute refID is of attribute type IDREF, the following node appearing elsewhere in the XML metadata record tells us M. J. Han’s affiliation:

```xml
<Affiliation refID="a2">University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign</Affiliation>
```

Note also that attributes that begin with the characters ‘xml’ or ‘xmlns’ are reserved and may have special meaning; for example, the attribute xml:lang is one way to convey the language of text in a content object. (Additional uses of these special attributes are discussed in chapters 4 and 5.)

**Special Content: Character Encoding, Entities, and Whitespace**

The default character encoding for string content in XML (i.e., PCData) is UTF-8 as defined by the Unicode Consortium. UTF-8 is a way to represent characters in the context of a computer application using 1, 2, 3, or 4 bytes (8, 16, 24, or 32 bits). UTF-8 is a superset of the older American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) encoding which represented characters
with 7 bits (and so supported less than 128 characters). UTF-8 can be used to encode the more than 65,000 characters in the Unicode Basic Multilingual Plane, thus facilitating the inclusion in XML of multilingual content (e.g., diacritics). In theory, UTF-8 can be used to express any of the more than one million characters in all 17 Unicode planes, but some XML applications do not recognize characters beyond the Basic Plane. While it is possible in XML to override the default character encoding, in order to maximize interoperability and content portability, most implementers do not (or if they do, they limit themselves to UTF-16, which is similar to UTF-8 in design and scope and which like UTF-8 is understood by all conformant XML parsers).

Of course, just because a character can be encoded in UTF-8 doesn’t mean it is easy to enter from the keyboard. When creating or editing the content of a metadata record, catalogers and metadata authors may choose to include such special characters that are not easily entered from the keyboard using XML character references (also known as character entities). In XML a character reference is a kind of markup that serves as a special character placeholder in PCData content and attribute values. Character references begin with an ampersand character, ‘&,’ and end with a semicolon. All Unicode character references begin ‘&#’ and include a number value which is the Unicode code point for the character desired. These code points are found in the Unicode Code Charts. The number can be in base 10 or base 16 (hexadecimal); in the latter case it is prefixed with the character ‘x.’ For the copyright symbol (©), the Unicode Code Point is 0169 (decimal) or 00A9 (hexadecimal). A character reference for this symbol could then be inserted as shown below (the options are equivalent). When either of these character references is resolved and the substitution made, the content becomes: © 2013.

```
<copyright>&#0169; 2013</copyright>
```

or

```
<copyright>&#x00A9; 2013</copyright>
```

Table 2.1 Internal character references built into XML

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTER REFERENCE</th>
<th>REPLACED BY</th>
<th>CHARACTER NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>less than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>greater than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>ampersand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>‘</td>
<td>apostrophe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>“</td>
<td>quotation mark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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